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My whole world came crashing down
when my doctor told me our next step to having a baby would need to be donor

eggs. 

I didn't grow up dreaming of using a donor to have my children. 

After our second failed IVF cycle, my doctor brought up the idea of using a donor

and I was a hard no. 

I would NEVER use someone else’s genetics to create a child. 

But... after lots of research, soul searching and facing my fears... we decided to take

the leap and we now have two beautiful donor conceived girls.

Hello! I'm Meta Getman 
(pronounced "May-da")

I am a donor conception coach and mom to donor conceived twin

girls who went through 4 IUIs, 3 fresh IVF cycles with my own

eggs, and one donor egg cycle before getting my big fat positive. 

Now I help family focused, responsible, and thoughtful women and

couples who have found themselves facing a journey to parenthood

they never imagined: using donor eggs, donor sperm, or donor

embryo. 

I am excited to share this free resource with you to help you as you

start to navigate what this journey to parenthood might look like

for you.  This guide is meant to be just that - a guide.  I hear all the

time from my clients that they don't know what they don't know so

this resource is meant to help you start to process through all the

complexities of building your family using a donor.    

Whether you decide to use a donor or not, my hope is that this resource will help you get started

making a thoughtful decision.



Use a journal to jot down how you are feeling about this whole process.  

Take these questions slowly and one at a time.  It might feel like time is running out

but this is a big decision - give yourself the space and time you need to process. 

Don't feel like you need to have an answer to every question.  You don't!  As you go

through making these decisions, these answers will come. 

Keep an open mind about all options.  Go into researching and answering these

questions with a spirit of learning and understanding. 

Use the questions as conversation starters with your partner - it is important you

are both on the same page.  

Making the decision to use a donor to build your family comes with a lot of questions. This guide

is meant to help you and your partner think through the essential questions that will help you

be informed, make good decisions, and set you and your family up for success.

Before we get started, let me say this...as exciting as it can be to move to using a donor, it can

also bring up a lot of thoughts and feelings.  Using a donor might sound like the easy next step

but it isn't.  If you are feeling overwhelmed, it's OKAY!  Keep reading...I promise you will feel

better.

It might feel like the end, but
what if this was the beginning?

Tips for Using this Guide



What are your ultimate family

building goals? 

Are you comfortable with the idea of

using a donor to have a child? If yes,

why? If not, why not?

 

What are your fears about using a

donor? 

What makes you excited about using a

donor? 

How will you talk to your child about

their conception story? 

Who are the support people in your

life during your infertility process?  

How will you talk to your friends and

family about using a donor?  Are you

comfortable telling them? Why or

why not? 

Do you and your partner have

different levels of comfort using a

donor? Do you have support for

discussing and working through fears

and concerns? 

Do you want to know who your donor

is (known donor) or would you prefer

an anonymous donor*?

Why exactly are you recommending a

donor?  What is my diagnosis/partner's

diagnosis?

How will using a donor help me achieve a

live birth? 

For egg donor/donor embryo: How does

your clinic support using a donor?  Do you

have an in house donor program? Do you

use a third-party agency? How much does

the donor get paid? 

Do you recommend a fresh cycle or a

frozen cycle? 

What kind of testing do you recommend

with using a donor and/or for me

specifically (Endometrial Receptivity

Analysis (ERA), Pre-implementation

Genetic Screening (PGS), etc.) 

What are your success rates for donor

cycles? 

Questions for your DoctorQuestions for You

*81% of donor conceived adults do not support anonymous donation (from the 2020 We Are Donor Conceived Survey).  I am an advocate for how
donor conceived people feel about their conception and in my coaching encourage families to consider open and/or known donation.  If this is something
that is causing fear for you, I encourage you to continue your research, listen to the voices of donor conceived people and reach out and work with me.  

https://www.wearedonorconceived.com/2020-survey-top/2020-we-are-donor-conceived-survey/


Questions for Your Your Donor Bank 

How do you recruit for your donors? 

Do you pay your donors? If so, how much? 

Do you verify medical history of donors? 

Is there a counselor/mental health professional who screens donors? 

Who talks to the donors about future implications to their decision to donate? 

Will I have access to contact sibling/half-sibling families from the same donor? 

How will I receive updated medial history from the donor? 

Do you have limits on how many families a donor can donate to? Do donors agree to

limit their donations (i.e. they don't donate at multiple sites) 

(or where you are getting your donor from)



Learn more about working with me!  

www.metagetman.com@metagetman

You don't have to go down this path alone.  I am here to support you and guide you as you

determine if donor conception is right for you.  

Get access to my free training Five Myths About Donor Conception to dive

deeper into what building your family using a donor might look like for you. 

Ready for more personalized support? Join The Donor Downlow my self-

guided e-course and group coaching program. 

Stay connected!

Questions to Consider about your Donor
Do you have preferences about your donors physical characteristics? i.e. hair color, eye

color, height, build, skin tone. 

Is there a specific ethnicity or religion you prefer? 

What skills or characteristics do you want your donor to have? i.e. temperament,

political views, religion, education, athletic ability, musical ability, language skills, etc.

Are there things you don't want? What are they? 

Has your donor donated before and had a live birth from their donation/have their own

child (proven) or not (unproven)? 

How many times has your donor donated? 

Is your donor open to contact in the future? (i.e. other children born via their genetics -

half siblings to your child, new medical history, meeting and getting to know your child)

Have you considered if/how you want to grow your family in the future? Will you want

to sue the same donor for additional full genetic siblings? If so, will you reserve

additional gametes now to ensure that possibility? 

http://www.metagetman.com/
https://www.instagram.com/metagetman/
http://www.metagetman.com/fivemyths
https://metagetman.com/dd-evergreen-sales-page249/

